




THE ERA OF MANY ERAS 
 

 was pondering the question of why Victorian art remains so engaging, and realized that, stylistically at least, it’s 
not just a question of “Victorian” design at all.  We have the Victorian era to thank for something I suspect many 
of us rarely think about: Bringing us not only Victoriana, but the designs of the ages. 
Victorians aren’t commonly associated with the idea of “diversity,” but in the area of art and design, that is exactly 

what they brought us.  Victorian design isn’t simply Victorian design.  If you pick up a book by any noted design 
expert (Lewis Day is an excellent example), you’ll find designs from every era of history and every corner of the 
world.  Victorian design is Egyptian design, Greek design, medieval design—plus design concepts from China, 
Japan, India and the Far East.  This was truly the first time in history when designers, crafters, artisans, builders, 
fabric designers, and so on had access to such a wealth of historic and international themes. 

The reasons are two-fold.  First, the Victorian era marks the dawn of archaeology as a scientific field.  (You really 
don’t hear much about Elizabethan or Jacobean archaeological digs!) Egypt, in particular, was the source of endless 
marvelous discoveries; Victorians just couldn’t get enough of Egypt.  (Though they certainly tried…)  Archaeological 
explorations revealed to the world images and designs that had been buried, or at least known only to very local 
folks, for thousands of years. 

World exploration and travel also brought curious Victorians into contact with contemporary cultures and their 
patterns and designs.  While a dig might bring to light Indian artifacts that had been hidden for centuries, travelers 
were also bringing back contemporary Indian pieces.  Chinese and Japanese themes enjoyed a major heyday in 
Victorian arts and furnishings.  Victorians were making the discovery that the world was full of beautiful, rare, 
fascinating designs—and they brought those designs home. 

That’s the first reason.  The second is that the Victorian era offered, for the first time, an easy and inexpensive 
means of disseminating those designs.  Advances in printing and paper technologies brought about an explosion of 
books and magazines, including the ability to produce color prints and plates.  Books were no longer the expensive 
treasures of the elite; anyone could have them.  And nearly anyone could read them, thanks to the huge growths in 
literacy that had begun through child and adult Sunday schools that began in the 18th century and expanded 
dramatically in the Victorian era. Magazines sold for a penny an issue—and an issue of, say, The Girl’s Own Paper 
might include an article on Egyptian archaeology next to a traveling artist’s record of a journey across Japan.  So 
while Victorian archaeologists and explorers were out there discovering and bringing back design ideas from around 
the world and across time, Victorian book and magazine publishers were busy bringing those images into the homes 
of everyday readers, artists and crafters.  

It doesn’t hurt, as well, that the Victorian world had a wonderful supply of talented artists who could bring those 
images to life.  A fine example in this issue is Fred Miller’s article on diaper designs (“diaper” meaning simply a 
repetitive design motif), which he copied from a 15th century altar screen.  Mr. Miller made those images available 
to the extensive readership of The Girl’s Own Paper—and now, thanks to the new, inexpensive, electronic means of 
spreading ideas and images, I have the opportunity to make them available to all of you! 

Victorians were, in general, not the most politically correct thinkers of all time.  But despite the fact that they 
often harbored very condescending views of other cultures and peoples, they still accomplished something that had 
never been done before.  They showed their world the beauties and wonders of the larger world—and what they 
accomplished more than 100 years ago still brings us beauties and wonders today! 

—Moira Allen 
 editors@victorianvoices.net 
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